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A complex system that works is invariably found to have evolved from a simple system 

that worked. A complex system designed from scratch never works and cannot be 

patched up to make it work. You have to start over with a working simple system. 

John Gall, The Systems Bible: The Beginner's Guide to Systems Large and Small: Being 

the Third Edition of Systemantics 

 

John Gall and Gall’s Law  

John Gall was an American paediatrician who, alongside his medical & research 

career, wrote about what makes systems succeed or not. He sought to draw 

generally applicable lessons from system failures, using the term systems to cover 

pretty much anything designed by humans. Gall named his approach Systemantics 

and published three editions of his book on the subject, in 1975, 1986 and 2002. The 

quotation above is from the 2002 edition but the title of the first edition perhaps 
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gives a better insight into his general thesis: Systemantics: How Systems Work and 

Especially How They Fail.1 

Gall’s central assertion was that failure is an intrinsic quality of any system, 

increasingly so as systems get more complex, and that one should recognise this 

and behave according. He also thought jokingly that any sufficiently complex 

system exhibits antics, hence (though perhaps only in part) the name Systemantics. 

Because Aprexo is a software company we restrict our thoughts here to the 

applicability of Gall’s Law to software engineering. 

Start simple 

Gall’s Law says that it is not possible to – or in a weaker form extremely inefficient 

to – design a successful complex system from scratch. Applied to software 

engineering it is an argument in favour of an agile or incremental approach rather 

than a waterfall one. If you want to build a complex system that works, start with 

the aim of building a simple system that solves a subset of your objectives, ensure 

that it works, make it more complex then ensure it still works, and repeat until the 

desired capabilities are reached. 

So one implication of Gall’s Law is that systems should be underspecified, the spec 

needs to be just good enough and shouldn’t be more complete than that. Any 

specification inevitably has underlying assumptions and beliefs about the world 

with which the planned system has to interact, some of which will not survive 

contact with reality – expect this and react quickly when it happens. 

Gall’s Law thus speaks to the advantages of modular code design, and to clean 

interfaces between modules. 

This has been Aprexo’s development approach, which is broadly an agile one. The 

first use case we set out to address for our Data Mastering Solution (DMS) was as a 

 
1 The first edition’s title in full: General Systemantics, An Essay on how Systems Work and, Especially 
How They Fail, Together with the Very First Annotated Compendium of Basic Systems Axioms: a 
Handbook and Ready Reference for Scientists, Engineers, Laboratory Workers, Administrators, 
Public Officials, Systems Analysts, Etc., Etc., Etc., and the General Public 
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post-trade investment book of record (IBOR) for transactions and positions in 

securities, cash and foreign exchange. In 2019, we proved its accuracy and 

reliability and since then have incrementally extended it to cover a broader range of 

instruments and activities such as cash projections, P&L calculations and orders, 

which for the first time took its capabilities up the chain into pre-trade.  

At each stage we ensured that the new book of record functionality worked – 

without breaking what had been built before – before moving on to the next. 

The same has been true of our 2020 extension into broader enterprise data 

management use cases for our DMS. This evolution has required greater emphasis 

on data ingestion, data quality assurance and data matching. We are integrating 

proven third party software into the DMS to help us do this where we believe it’s the 

best way to create the required complex functionality in a simple way. 

But where to start? 

You need to have an idea of your destination in order to start a software 

engineering journey, perhaps something that might grandly be called a vision. So 

where to start? This isn’t an easy question to answer, to quote architect and author 

Jorge Arango “Determining which aspects of the system are central and which are 

trivial is something of an art, and easier to do in some projects than in others. This is 

one of the reasons why it’s so important to start with a conceptual model instead of 

the user interface; UI discussions can be rife with important yet non-critical issues.”2 

At Aprexo the core concepts underlying our DMS are:  

• Preserve and expose the lineage of all data items so that all changes are easily 

explained;  

• Store all data bitemporally using the patterns we have developed, enabling 

accurate historical reporting from a single data store; 

 
2 https://jarango.com/2017/10/07/galls-law/ 
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• Update – don’t delete, don’t amend – so that the system is effectively 

immutable; 

• Be flexible enough to master data or receive it from another system, and be 

able to take different approaches for different domains in order to support a 

broad range of use cases; 

• Offer a data model suited to fund management, informed by our many years 

in the industry, to meet clients’ needs; 

• Give clients self-service tools for extending the out-of-the-box data model, so 

they can make IT changes to meet new business needs without vendor-

imposed delays  

• Enable users to access everything easily, at any time – surface, control, use – 

via our unique approach to snapping and an open API. 

Tread softly 

In setting up a new system, tread softly. You may be disturbing another system that 

is actually working. 

John Gall, The Systems Bible 

In modern enterprise IT architectures this is now well-handled via RESTful APIs, with 

ETL layers between different systems where needed. Containerisation is a more 

recent advance which reduces deployment risks.  

Aprexo is an API-first business and we deploy our DMS in containers, hitherto in 

Azure but we are able to install in other clouds or even on premise. 

Lessons  

At Aprexo we have – intentionally – a very experienced engineering team who have 

used many different development approaches during their careers. Perhaps 

because of this we are pragmatists not dogmatists when it comes to selecting 

methodologies, tools and technologies. But we are adamant that it is important to 
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understand the data you’re seeking to model, to know what you don’t know, and to 

build / test / release in manageably short cycles. Gall’s Law is an interesting 

perspective on why this approach works when so many others fail. 

 

For more information about Aprexo, to explore our Enterprise Data Hub, IBOR or 

IBOR-Lite solutions or to arrange a demo visit www.aprexo.com or email 

markus.ruetimann@aprexo.com. 


